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Unfolded Exhibit ends at The
Jewish Museum of New Jersey
Thank you for all the people who came to the
closing, a big thank you for Matt Gosser! Rock
on!
From my solo exhibition at The Jewish
Museum of New Jersey: “Unfolding”, curated
by Mathew Gosser

N ava Gidanian Kagan with Mathew Gosser

We recently held a closing reception of the
Unfolded exhibit at JMNJ. Nava GidanianKagan gave a wonderful and informative
artist talk where she spoke about her work
and what fuses her artistic vision. The Iranian
born Israeli Jewish mix-media artist, presented
several bold large-size pieces and a multitude
of smaller, intimate and highly detailed works;
expanding on her vision of the fragility of life.
What a timely topic in today’s world.

Interfaith vigil held for Sri Lanka
Terror Victims

U

.S. government and civil society friends of Sri Lanka gathered at
the U.S. Capitol to express sorrow and solidarity with the people of the
island nation after the Easter Sunday terrorist bombings of churches and
hotels that claimed more than 250 lives and wounded hundreds more.
U.S. Reps. Raja Krishnamoorthi (D-IL) and David Schweikert (R-AZ)
were joined by Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Tom Vajda
and a range of interfaith leaders in addressing the vigil, organized by the
American Jewish Committee’s Asia Pacific Institute (API) in partnership
with the Hindu American Foundation, the Interfaith Council of Metropolitan Washington, the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops, and the
U.S.-India Friendship Council.
“We, all of us, stand with Sri Lanka in this dark time,” said Jason Isaacson, AJC’s Chief Policy and Political Affairs Officer. “We assure Sri
Raja Krishnamoorthi (D-IL)
Lanka of our ongoing friendship, our solidarity, and our support.”
Also addressing the vigil were the Chargé d’affaires of the Sri Lankan Embassy, Sarath Dissanayake; Jay Kansara, of the Hindu-American Foundation; AJC API
Assistant Director Nissim Reuben; Rev. Dr. Christopher L. Zacharias,
of the Interfaith Council of Metropolitan Washington; Virginia L. Farris,
of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops; Venerable Maharagama
Dhammasiri Chief Prelate, of the Washington Buddhist Temple; Marielena Faria, of Our Lady of Good Counsel Church; Imam Hammad
Ahmad, of the American Fazl Mosque; Ray Vickery, of the U.S.-India
Friendship Council; and Minister (Political) Priyanga Wickramasinghe,
of the Sri Lankan Embassy.
All speakers spoke of the close bonds their respective communities have
forged with Sri Lanka over the decades. The faith-based leaders prayed
for peace, harmony and healing in Sri Lanka and around the world.
Isaacson expressed “sympathy for those made victims by terror, and
their suffering loved ones,” while affirming the resolve of all in the
David Schweikert (R-AZ)
solidarity gathering “to fight hatred and bigotry together, and encourage
efforts in our Congress and the administration, as well as in other governments, to take decisive
action against terror networks and those who harbor and support them.”

Museum of Jewish Heritage: A Living
Memorial to the Holocaust comes to NYC,
Presenting the Largest Exhibition on
Auschwitz in North America

T

he Museum of Jewish Heritage: A Living Memorial to the Holocaust recently opened the
most comprehensive Holocaust exhibition about Auschwitz ever exhibited in North America.
Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. is produced in partnership with the international exhibition firm Musealia and the Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum in Poland. The groundbreaking exhibition has been curated by an international team of experts led by historian Dr. Robert Jan van
Pelt. It runs through January 3, 2020 in New York City.
For the first time, 74 years after the liberation of Auschwitz, a traveling exhibition dedicated
to the historical significance of the camp is being presented to a U.S. audience. The exhibition’s
opening marks the anniversary of VE Day or Victory in Europe Day, 1945, when the Allies celebrated Nazi Germany’s surrender of its armed forces and the end of World War II in Europe.
Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. arrives in New York City after the exhibition completed a
successful run at Madrid’s Arte Canal Exhibition Centre, where it was extended two times, drew
more than 600,000 visitors, and was one of the most visited exhibitions in Europe last year. The

exhibition explores the dual identity of the camp as a physical location—the largest documented
mass murder site in human history—and as a symbol of the borderless manifestation of hatred
and human barbarity.
Featuring more than 700 original objects and 400 photographs, mainly from the AuschwitzBirkenau State Museum, the New York presentation of the exhibition allows visitors to experience artifacts from more than 20 international museums and institutions on view for the first
time in North America, including hundreds of personal items—such as suitcases, eyeglasses, and
shoes—that belonged to survivors and victims of Auschwitz. Other artifacts include: concrete
posts that were part of the fence of the Auschwitz camp; part of an original barrack for prisoners
from the Auschwitz III-Monowitz camp; a desk and other possessions of the first and the longestserving Auschwitz commandant Rudolf Höss; a gas mask used by the SS; Picasso’s Lithograph of
Prisoner; and an original German-made Model 2 freight train car used for the deportation of Jews
to the ghettos and extermination camps in occupied Poland.
Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. traces the development of Nazi ideology and tells the
transformation of Auschwitz from an ordinary Polish town known as Oświęcim to the most significant Nazi site of the Holocaust—at which ca. 1 million Jews, and tens of thousands of others,
were murdered. Victims included Polish political prisoners, Sinti and Roma, Soviet prisoners of
war, Jehovah’s Witnesses, and those the Nazis deemed “homosexual,” “disabled,” “criminal,”
“inferior,” or adversarial in countless other ways. In addition, the exhibition contains artifacts that
depict the world of the perpetrators—SS men who created and operated the largest of the German
Nazi concentration and extermination camps.
The Museum of Jewish Heritage has incorporated into the exhibition nearly 100 rare artifacts
from its collection that relay the experience of survivors and liberators who found refuge in the
greater New York area. These artifacts include: Alfred Kantor’s sketchbook and portfolio that
contain over 150 original paintings and drawings from Theresienstadt, Auschwitz, and Schwarzheide; the trumpet that musician Louis Bannet (acclaimed as “the Dutch Louis Armstrong”)
credits for saving his life while he was imprisoned in Auschwitz; visas issued by Chiune Sugihara, a Japanese diplomat in Lithuania often referred to as “Japan’s Oskar Schindler”; prisoner
registration forms and identification cards; personal correspondence; tickets for passage on the
St. Louis; and a rescued Torah scroll from the Bornplatz Synagogue in Hamburg.
Also on display from the Museum of Jewish Heritage collection will be Heinrich Himmler’s SS
helmet and his annotated copy of Hitler’s Mein Kampf, as well as an anti-Jewish proclamation
issued in 1551 by Ferdinand I that was given to Hermann Göring by German security chief Reinhard Heydrich on the occasion of Göring’s birthday. The proclamation required Jews to identify
themselves with a “yellow ring” on their clothes. Heydrich noted that, 400 years later, the Nazis
were completing Ferdinand’s work. These artifacts stand as evidence of a chapter of history that
must never be forgotten.
To purchase Tickets to the Auschwitz Exhibit https://mjhnyc.org/purchase-tickets/

Simon Says

Weekly insights from Rabbi Simon Rosebach

I

wrote about this topic a few years ago,
but I want to revisit it because I have new
thoughts about it. The topic is physical perfection of the priests and the physical perfection
of sacrificial animals.
The Torah in this week’s Parashah, Emor,
stipulates that some animal offerings must
have no physical defects. “Anything blind, or
injured, or maimed,” or with a skin affliction,
or with crushed testes, is not acceptable as
free-will offering or as an accompaniment to
an explicit vow. Animals with certain defects
were accepted as a free-will offering.
But the Torah dictates physical perfection of
the Priests. No Priest shall minister to God
(that is, butcher the animal and feed it to the
fire) who is blind, lame, or has different length
Rabbi Simon Rosenbach
limbs, who has a broken arm or leg, who is a hunchback, or has a growth in his eye, or has a
boilscar, or scurvy, or crushed testes. Why did the Torah not look to a Priest’s inner goodness?
The Priest Eli, who took Samuel in, had two sons, but the Book of Samuel describes them “lawless men.” Presumably, they were perfect, physical specimens, but they were imperfect ethically. Even Samuel’s sons were lawless: they were swayed by profit, they took bribes, and they
perverted justice. Presumably they too were perfect, physical specimens, but they were imperfect
ethically.
The Torah doesn’t describe Aaron’s two older sons, Nadav and Avihu, as “lawless.” Nevertheless, these two perfect, physical specimens died when they offered a sacrifice in the wrong way,
or at the wrong time, or with the wrong intentions. They too revealed they were ethically imperfect.
In the time before the Maccabean Revolt (and probably a cause of the Maccabean Revolt), the
office of the High Priest was for sale to the highest bidder. Later, the Maccabees combined the
position of the king with the High Priest; that combination was surely not what the Torah wanted.
In short, physical perfection was no guarantee of ethical perfection. Should not have God looked
behind the physical attributes to seek ethical perfection (or as close as a human being can come)?
Even Moses had a speech defect. A speech defect is not mentioned in the Torah as being one of

the defects that disqualified a Priest, but we see
that Moses was not physically perfect.
An animal has no ethics, and so I can understand physical perfection. I can understand
these requirements, because first of all, it is
a sacrifice to God, and the sacrificer needs to
show his love for God; it will not do to make a
sacrifice an occasion to be rid of the lame and
sick livestock. Second of all, the Priests are
dependent on those animals for food, and if
the animal is sick, or injured, eating the animal
might inflict illness on the human who eats the
animal.
But humans have a system of ethics. Fortunately, nowadays a rabbi or a hazzan can be lame,
or blind, or otherwise physically defective, if
he or she tends to the congregation ethically
and attentively. I think the Torah missed the
boat demanding physical perfection and not
demanding ethical perfection no matter that the
Priest had physical deformities.

Kiddush Sponsorship

Shabbat Services

L
ast week Kiddush was sponsored by Miriam
Join us this Saturday for
Moy, in honor of her dear mother. This week;
Please join us for a President’s Kiddush in honor
of William Oppenheimer this Shabbos, May 18, as
we Celebrate Billy’s graduation from Rutgers Law
School. Billy has been a regular member of our
minyan for three years and a contributing board
member for the last two. His general enthusiasm
and willingness to be “in the fray” with us has
made him a huge asset and integral member of our
community!

As he prepares to embark on the next stage in his
journey taking his many talents and positive nature
to California we wish him only “the very best that
life has to offer”! We look forward to following
his exploits over time and the great success that is
surely in store for him in the future.
He will be sorely missed!
Thank you and

YASHER KOACH for ALL!!

William Oppenheimer

Shabbat services. Strangers, visitors,
friends, old and new; our doors are open to
you. Looking for a new home? New members are always welcome at Congregation
Ahavas Sholom services starts at 9:00AM.
Our congregation is open and welcoming,
so feel free to pay us a visit.

A special thank you to Doris
and Jeff Specter for their
continued “spirit of
generosity”! Thanks to them
we now have 10 beautiful,
brand new tallisim to wear
throughout the year. It is both
a greatly appreciated
donation and a much needed
one!
Toda Raba

Peggy Lipton Mod Squad, Twin
Peaks actress has died

P

eggy Lipton actress, model, and singer
died this week. She was 72. The Golden
Globe Award winning actress, best known for
her work in the Mod Squad and Twin Peaks,
passed on Saturday, May 11, 2019, in Los Angeles after a long bout with colon cancer. Born
Margaret Ann Lipton born on Aug. 30, 1946,
in New York City; Lipton became an instant hit
when she and co-stars Clarence Williams III
and Michael Cole entered the scene as a new
brand of undercover police officers in the hip
police drama, “The Mod Squad (1968-1973.)
Ms. Lipton received four Emmy nominations
and a Golden Globe Award for her role. Lipton was only 22 at the time; but it wasn’t her
only taste of success. She began a modeling
career at only 15 and cut an album at 21, Peggy
Lipton with two of her cover songs making the
billboard charts. Her artist mother encouraged
Peggy Lipton & the Mod Squad, 1968
her to study drama and she secured small roles
in Bewitched (1964), The Alfred Hitchcock Hour (1962) and The Invaders (1967.) By 1968, she
was ready for the bigtime. With the Mod Squad she became a star. Though she liked the idea of
being famous initially, she was unprepared for the glare of the hot lights that inevitably accompanies stardom. By the end of the mod Squad series run, Lipton was exhausted from the brutal
work schedule and uncomfortable with all the media attention. In 1974 she married legendary
musician and renowned producer Quincy Jones (producer of Michael Jackson’s record breaking
Thriller album.) The marriage provided Lipton with a refuge and she settled in to being a wife
and mother. Their relationship and subsequent marriage would produce two daughters, Kidada
Jones and Rashida Jones. She and Jones divorced in 1990. Lipton returned to the screen in Kinjite: Forbidden Subjects (1989) and returned to Twin Peaks in 1990 as Norma Jennings, owner of
the Double R Diner, numerous times. Lipton was diagnosed with colon cancer in 2004.

